
 

 

USER'S MANUAL  FOR "ME" SERIES HOTEL SAFE 

 

l.  Double codes  system:  personal  code  (4 digits), master  code  (6 digits). Factory  settings:     

personal  code:  "1234"; master code: "888888". 

 

2.   Opening 

    First opening:  install 4 AA batteries  into the external  battery case,  plug in the outlet on the 

faceplate,  input factory setting  personal  code or master code. when  pressing  the button there 

will  be a "beep''. The  LED display  will show "open"  when  the  code  is correct, otherwise, it 

will  show  "E-code". After  opening. it will show  "opened" for  4 seconds. 

    Remove the batteries  from the external  battery case to the battery case on the back of the door, 

you can  use the safe without the external  power supply  now. 

 

3.   Close the door: 

� Close the door and  press" LOCK" within  10 minutes after  having opened  the door. The   

personal code will blink and the door will be locked. You can use the same  personal  code 

as last time. 

� If the door  has been opened  for more than 10 minutes,  it is necessary to input the  personal  

code (4-digits) before pressing "Lock"'. If the door  is correctly  closed  the  display  will 

show:  "CLOSED"  and  then  will show the personal code. 

 

4.   Code setting 

� Change  master  code:  under  opening   position  input  original   manage  code  and  press  

"lock" ,  when  the displayer  shows  "NEW", you  can  input  a  new  master  code;  then  

press  "lock"; after  it shows  "AGAIN", input the  new  master  code  one  more  time  and  

press  "lock"  again,  if  it  succeed  the  displayer will  show "DONE" to indicate  than the 

master code  has been chnnged. 

� Change  personal  code:  input 4 digit  personal code  before closing  the door,  press "lock" , 

the displayer will show "CLOSED", and the personal code will blink for one time. 

 

5.   Emergency  opening:  In case  the  personal code  is lost or  forgotten,  you can  use emergency 

key or  use the  master code to open the door. 

 

6.  Code hidden function:   press "reset"  two times, then press "lock",  it will come  into hidden 

function,  when  you input the codes, it only show  “€”' on the display. 

 

7.   Cautions: 

� Digiting the wrong  code  3 times will cause  the safe to go in safe mode for  15 minutes. 

During this  period it's not possible to open the safe and the display  will show "Hold+digit". 

After  15 minutes, it will recover to normal situation. 

� Low voltage: when the AA batteries voltage  decrease of 5V,  the display  it will show    

"LO-BAT". 

� "reset" is also a deleting  key. By pressing it one time, it will delete the last digit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 




